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Submitted : 23 January 2022 This research aimed at knowing learners’ capability in mastering 

TOEFL test on reading comprehension part for EFL Learners. It 

was a descriptive quantitative research. It was conducted at the 

fourth semester students of EFL Learners as the sample of research. 

The class consisted of 3 classes and the sampling used of this 

research was cluster random sampling by lottery the class. The 

sample was class A consisted of 25 EFL Learners. In collecting the 

data, the instrument was given in the form of reading 

comprehension of TOEFL test and it was consisted of 50 items 

dealing with mastering main idea, mastering explicit implicit 

information, mastering reference, mastering meaning of word, and 

mastering inferences. After collecting the data, it was analyzed 

descriptive statistics by operating SPSS 26 for windows to know 

the mean score of students’ test. The mean score of the test was 

32.3. It was categorized into very low. Therefore, the students of 

EFL Learners had very low capability in answering TOEFL 

reading comprehension section. Therefore, it is significantly for the 

students who have low ability in reading comprehension to 

mastering the strategies in answering the reading test. 
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Introduction 

Since Englishiis oneiof the capability which theimost widely used language iin 

ithe iworld iand ihas iplayed iimportant iroles iin ivarious ifields iof study.The capability 

to use Englishiis extremely needed. As istated by iRobin (2013) iLanguage, a system iof 

iconventional ispoken, imanual (signed), ior iwritten isymbols by imeans iof iwhich 

ihuman ibeings, as members iof isocial igroup iand iparticipants iin iits iculture, iexpress 

ithemselves.  

Nowadays, ihaving iEnglish icapability ieither ispoken ior iwritten ihas become 

one ofithe requirements in enrollingiuniversity as well as test taker for getting job. To 

know the person’s capability in English test, test of English proficiency are given. 

Therefore, Proficiency itests were given to know the person’s language or it means to 

what extent the person’s capability in testing their skill in English. They ican ialso show 

iif a iperson iis iready ifor icertain ikinds iof ischooling ior iworking. Test of language 

proficiency ican ibe idivided iinto itwo iboard icategories. First, iEnglish ias ia isecond 

language (ESL) itests imeasuring communication ior ilanguage iskill. Second, 

bilingualitests tell us about the person’s having more skill in two languages. 

These iare isome iproficiency itests iin iUnited iStates iand iGreat iBritain. iIn ithe 

iUnited iStates, ithe itests iare iTest iof iEnglish ias ia iForeign iLanguage i(TOEFL), 

iMichigan iTest iof iLanguage iProficiency i(MTELP), iComprehensive iEnglish 

iLanguage iTest i(CELT), iIlyin ioral iinterview itest i(IOI), iBasic iEnglish iskills itest 

i(B.E.S.T), iInteragency iLanguage iRoundtable ioral iinterview i(ILR) ito imention ia 
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ifew.iWhile ithe iproficiency itests iin iGreat iBritain iare iEnglish ilanguage itesting 

iservice iexamination, icommunicative iuse iof iEnglish ias iforeign ilanguages, itest iin 

iEnglish i(Overseas), iCertificate iof iproficiency iin iEnglish i(CPE), ipreliminary 

iEnglish itest i(PET), ithe iOxford iexamination iin iEnglish ias iforeign ilanguage iand 

imany iothers. 

In proficiencyitest, TOEFL test iscone ofcstandardizedctest that measure 

students’iproficiency level in English. Standardized itest iconsists iof idifferent itypes iof 

imultiple-choice iquestions, igiven ito a ilarge inumber iof ipeople iat ithe isame itime, 

igraded iby icomputer iand itimed. Besides, iTOEFL is used iin iwork as ione iof 

iemployer irecruitment imechanism inowadays. 

In iUniversity, iThe istudents’ imastery iof iEnglish iis icommonly iseen ifrom 

ithe iresult iof iEnglish iproficiency itest ithat iis itest iof iEnglishias a Foreign iLanguage 

(TOEFL). It iis iused ito imeasure ithe iacademic isuccess iof ia person iby iseveral 

iinstitutions (Sneichder&hutt, i2013). In isome iUniversities, iTOEFL iis a 

istandardization itest ifor ithe istudents as a ipart iof igraduation’s irequirement. At 

iHamzanwadi iUniversity, iall istudents imust ipass ithe iTOEFL itest iwithia score 

ibetween i370 iand i450 ithe iminimum. It was as the compulsory for the leaners to 

conduct the thesis exam. The ipurposes ifor itaking iTOEFL itest iare ifirst, iin iorder ito 

imesure itheir icapability iin iEnglish as a inative ior iforeign ilanguauge. Second, it is the 

requirement for the students who will graduate. The last reason is the students’ 

igraduation ican iapply ifor itaking imaster idegree ior iparticular ijobs iabroad iand 

iinside iof ithe icountry (Halim & Ardiningtyas, 2018).  Base on the previous research 

conducted by Rochman (2018), in that study, 44 percent of the subjects were found to be 

diffluent when reading grade-level appropriate materials that they had previously read 

silently; the study also showed a significant, positive relationship between oral reading 

fluency and reading comprehension performance. A comprehensive definition then would 

seem to relate the centrality of fluency to reading comprehension and the established 

dimensions of the construct. 

Another study conducted by Chawwang (2008) showed some similarities with 

this current research , namely about the problems students face in answering the TOEFL 

reading comprehension section, namely identifying difficult words, topics, main ideas, 

and vocabulary deficiencies. These problems make students unable to guess the meaning 

and understand a text. 

Based ion ithe ipre iobservation i iresult, ithe ipresent iresearchers ifound ithat 

ithe iHamzanwadi istudents’ icapability iin icompleting ithe iReading iSection ion 

iTOEFL itest iis ilow iwhich icould ibe iseen ifrom ithe itest iresult iwhich iwas 

iconductediby Language iCenter iof iHamzanwadi iUniversity. Their score, 

aftericalculating the total of testing, the EFL Learners’ score was less than 360 final score, 

it was categorized into low score if it is seen from EFL Learners’ score in reading test, it 

is about 35 point.  

Dominantly, when they conducted the test they spared their time in reading the 

texts full without using strategies. Therefore, imost iof ithe istudents icould inot achieve 

a goodiscore iin iTOEFL ibecause iof ithe idifficulties iof ithe itest iit self. Even though, 

the EFL Learners had studied the strategies when the lecture was given before, it cannot 

help them to master the reading test in getting high score. 

From ithe istatement iabove, ithe iresearchers conducted i iresearch ito 

iinvestigate ithe iundergraduate istudents’ icapability iin icompleting iTOEFL ireading 

icomprehension itest, ientitled i“EFL iLearners’ iCapability iin iAnswering iTOEFL iTest 
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ion iReading iComprehension iSection iof ithe iEnglish iLanguage iEducation iStudy 

iProgram iof EFL Learners. 

 

Research Method 

It was descriptive quantitative research as categorized into non-experimental 

research. The participants were taken from the EFL Leaners who were still in the fourth 

semester to know their capability in mastering of Reading in testing of TOEFL. The 

students were ELE students (English Language Education). . It was conducted at the 

fourth semester students of EFL Learners as the sample of research. The class consisted 

of 3 classes and the sampling used of this research was cluster random sampling by lottery 

the class. The sample was class A consisted of 25 EFL Learners. 

To collect the data, the researchers applied test in the form of multiple choice 

consisted of 50 items refer to finding main idea, finding explicit and implicit information, 

references, the word meaning based on the context, and inferences. The test was given 

directly at provided time. After gaining the data, the researchers analyzed the data gained 

by operating the software namely SPSS 26. a test namely reading comprehension test 

which was taken from Penerbit CMEDIA was given to the students. The gained data were 

analyzed by using descriptive statistics technique of SPSS 26 software.  

In collecting the data, the researchers took data after conducting the test. The test 

was given to the subject after doing the observation and the result of this research knew 

the capability of the students in answering TOEFL reading comprehension section. 

In analyzing the data gained, Software of SPSS 26 was operated to know the mean 

score, standard deviation of the test given in reading test. After knowing the score, it 

degrades with the level of percentage category. 

 

Result and Discussion 

On the comprehensive test, the TOEFL comprehension reading section includes 

several types of questions. In this section, students are tested to understand, interpret, and 

analyze the text. It also tests the knowledge of English vocabulary. The questions include 

implied details, 3 main ideas and idea organization, 5 references, 6 concrete information, 

15 details, 1 vocabulary, 3 transitions, and 3 learning goals. 

Data proved that 11 students (%) answered correctly for implied details, for the 

rhetorical purposes of 9 students (36%) answered correctly. Then 11 (%). Regarding 

references, 2 students (8%) answered correctly. Regarding specific information, speaking 

details and vocabulary, 7 students (28%) answered correctly. Regarding the transition, 13 

students (52%) answered correctly. Therefore, the reference question is considered the 

most difficult question.. 

Referring to data obtained from Hamzanwadi University Language Center, the 

student results in answering the TOEFL reading comprehension section are 1 student (%) 

falls into the low category, and 2 students (96%) fall into the very low category. The 

average test score is 32.3. 

Based on data obtained from the ability of student response in the reading 

comprehension section after being assessed from very weak to moderate, most students 

are in the category of very weak. With these results it can be concluded that students of 

Hamzanwadi University's English Education study program have very low TOEFL 

reading skills. 

The result of the study shows that the EFL Learners in mastering of reading 

comprehension of the TOEFL test was Low Ability. It implies that the students and the 
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other testers should master the strategies of mastering main idea, mastering explicit 

implicit information, mastering reference, mastering meaning of word, and mastering 

inferences in TOEFL test. 

The reading part of the TOEFL test is only a small part of the test. There were 

actually two other skills tested that contributed to the overall score of the TOEFL score; 

Listening and structure. However, the focus of this study was on reading the TOEFL test. 

The text that appears in each reading test cannot be known with certainty, but it can 

always be predicted because the reading test usually consists of five readings. Each 

section is followed by a number of reading comprehension questions and vocabulary. 

Topics vary but are often related to the informational subjects that can be studied at 

American universities, often including history, literature, art, architecture, geology, 

geography, and astronomy (Philips, 2003). 

(Samad et al., 2017), on the hardest skills in reading toefl comprehension section 

is answering implied detail questions correctly, answering detailed questions that are 

stated correctly, using context to give meaning to difficult words, answering the main 

idea question correctly, and determining the meaning of the word part.  

Researchers have found that there are other factors that influence student 

achievement. First, they have never taken the TOEFL and have never prepared for the 

TOEFL test, so they have not prepared well. Second, students do not pay much attention 

to the readings they read because the readings are too long, they only understand the 

vocabulary displayed in the TOEFL test. However, vocabulary plays an important role. 

(Halim & Ardiningtyas, 2018) says that without grammar little can be communicated, 

without vocabulary nothing can be delivered. Third, they do not have good strategies and 

techniques, and do not have the knowledge taught during the internship. In terms of the 

most difficult types of questions, references are rated as the most difficult questions. 

Moreover, to overcome students’ problem, the finding of the study proved that 

some students agreed that TOEFL completion strategies are essential to succeeding in the 

exam. The first strategy looks ahead at the question to determine what types of questions 

to answer. Each type of question is answered in a different way. The second is to find the 

part of the section that deals with each question. This type of question tells us exactly 

where to look in that section to find the correct answer. As for the main idea question; 

See the first line of the paragraph. For detailed questions answered directly and indirectly, 

select the keyword in the question, and read those keywords (or related ideas) sequentially 

in that section. Third, skim the reading section to decide the main idea and the overall 

organization of ideas in the reading. There is no need to understand every word and detail 

in each section with a view to understanding every detail before trying to answer a 

question. For vocabulary questions, the question will tell us where the word is located in 

that section. For the overall review question, the answer is found anywhere in this section. 

Fourth, read the reading section that contains the answers carefully. The answer will 

probably be in the same sentence (or one sentence before or after) a keyword or idea. 

From the research, it can be concluded that students must have the best strategy to master 

reading test in the TOEFL. 
 

Conclusion  

Based on the research finding, it can be inferred that In fact, out of a total of 50 

reading problems with 25 students, it was proven that students' ability to answer the 

reading comprehension section was very low, it was seen that this student's grades were 

very low, 96%. 
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Their difficulties were covered into some types of problems those were implied detail, 

stated detail, vocabulary in context, main idea, and determine meanings. 

Indeed, the causes of their problems in answering the subtest were found. It was 

manifested through the internal factor of students’ perception, feeing, thought, and 

experience in working with the TOEFL such as they were lack of vocabularies, their 

behavior in reading the text gradually, getting stuck in part of difficult text, and working 

in hurry that made the students unable to finish on time. And also, they did not have an 

appropriate strategy. 
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